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Along with insurance business rapid development Insurance companies that 
how to support the decision analysis by service data of classification memory and 
each kind of essential factor automatic distinction analysis and also excavation 
existent and massively information which is insurance management and operation 
personnel service analysis staff need, becomes question which urgent needs to solve. 
The data warehouse is one kind of new technology and the new concept for 
solves the service data which is proposed along with the relational database, the 
parallel processing and the distributional technical rapid development. It is the 
solution which is widely used now. It is not to the traditional database substitution but 
carries on in the traditional database foundation to the data organizes. Using data 
warehouse entire and safe enterprise interior all disperser primitive service data ,and 
through convenient effective data accessing method may support the information 
which the enterprise interior different department, the different demand and the 
different level user obtains as necessary oneself needs and also can integrate the 
commercial data which distributes the in network together, provides each kind of type 
the data analysis. 
This article unifies the Chinese Property insurance Limited liability company 
Xinjiang Branch’s service characteristic proposed the property insurance data 
warehouse design and the realization plan. This plan and summarized the information 
warehouse, ETL construction, OLAP analysis technologies, analyze service material 
analysis from different angle, carries on to the service flow combs. Realizes data 
analysis and performance which the Web way carries on by on-line analysis 
processing tool, From this carries on conveniently drills takes, slice and cutting 
operations, multi-pattern demonstration causes the user from many kinds of angle 
observed data discover the latent information Initially realized the provincial level 
insurance data warehouse decision support system. 
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